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About This Game

This is not a drill! I repeat: This is not a drill! Suit up, strap in, and start blasting! Operation Zenodyne-R starts here!

Zenodyne R is a new 90s-style shoot-'em-up game filled with YM2612 music and real Blast Processing action, where your
reflexes and patience will be tested in their entirety!

Comes with all the features you may enjoy, like:

- 2 difficulty settings offering a different experience (as of v1.04)

- 6 stages that keep raising the bar!

- 5 unique ships with different pilots and playing styles!

- Unlockables that you unlock by gaining Tech Points from clearing stages.
Gain even more Tech Points by going the high road, if you are ready.

Unlock ships, pilot biographies, lore, and even extra credits!

- Branching paths that increase more than the difficulty!

- Blast Processing bullet patterns!
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- A 25 track YM2612 soundtrack by Hal "HeavyViper" Binderman

Controls (default, can be rebinded)

Arrows - movement

Z - Shot

X - Bomb!

Shift - Altfire!
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Title: Zenodyne R
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team Grybanser Fox
Publisher:
Team Grybanser Fox
Franchise:
Zenodyne
Release Date: 29 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and higher

Processor: 1,8 Ghz Single Core Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Pixel and Vertex Shader 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: May not run correctly with Intel HD integrated graphics units.

English
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quality game, well worth a try.

. During sale price is fine, just wait for one. Small map, 2 achievements, played like 1-2hours no hurry.. $3 for this soundtrack
is a freaking steal. Get it.. I would advise u all to get this game it is one of the best games on steam atm!. POSITIVE :

What can I say ?

Quality. Aesthetics. Minimalism. Speed. Challenge. Skill.

I finally (I didn't want to since I didn't achieve Super Hexagon yet) bought it this morning, as well as David, Goscurry, Lovely
Planet and Fotonica.

And wow. I thought it was fast. It's faster than fast, and really fun to play. If you have to go right but flip the screen before, you
have to remember that you'll have to go left. It screw your sense of direction and gravity all the time, it's really, really fun.
Really painful too.

In Super Hexagon, you have 3 levels of difficulty at first, and you can work on each individually. In Velocibox, you have 9
levels. Beware : IT DOESN'T INCREASE NICELY. This game isn't gentle. If you want all the achievements, you'll suffer.
You'll have to finish each level 10 times. 1 is easy, it rarely beats me. 2 is not. 3 is hell. (I think in a few hours I'll say 3 is easy,
like in every skill-based games)

If you like hardcore and fast-paced die-and-retry games, it'll fit.

NEGATIVE :

It's another of these no-depth games. It's clean, yes. But it's too much, I think. I play and I don't feel any universe, I don't feel
anything that make this a unique game. It is well-made, yes. It is difficult, yes. But... I don't know, I find it lacks charisma.

I wanted to play it very badly and I din't want to wait a Steam sale, and I knew it could lack charisma and depth. So I don't
complain, it's my choice, but I feel it's a 5-bucks game, not 8. Or a early-access game. The "Velocibox" voice is generic, the
textures are not engaging, the cube you control is a generic cube, the music is not really original, and it gets really annoying long
before you play level 1 for the 3400509034th time.

So. I was more or less aware of it before buying, but I'd advice that you wait it's on sale, and while you're waiting, you could
take F-Zero GX outside his box, and plug again your old Gamecube.

But if you don't want to wait, don't wait, and you'll still enjoy one of the best arcade challenges of 2014. Gosh, for 2015 or
2016, I would really like a skill-based game with both the mind-r*ping style of Super Hexagon, the subjective view, some
stupidness in it and an agony-style difficulty.
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Usually I don't give a bad review of a game but this one deserves it.

1. Hardcore? That's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Don't excuse an unfair, poorly gameplay and lack of
optimization on difficult, the game itself is stressing and pointless, the hitbox is completely absurd, only in the first map there
are some points where you have to jump but you don't have the time or the frame to jump again because the code and the
endless movement just screws you.

2. Completely boring in a way that is concerning, didn't spend more than 5 minutes playing and already uninstalled, too simple,
the music just loops with no changes (Maybe the song but those are the same tunes and samples) in different order and it gets
tedious after 2 minutes listening to the same

3. The graphics are just horrible. Hey i'm not asking for a 4k on best resolution but even with the graphics and resolution and
maximum it seems like a bad and quick-done 8-bit game, i know its 2D but i have seen games done in Unity way better than
this.

4. Literally everything kills you, refering to the point #1, the jump sistem with the left-click is god damn umcomfortable and
unprecise at many levels, if you hit the tiny corner of a wall you die, you can't stop running and if you barely touch a wall, you
are dead, its not even a jump high enough to avoid double-danger situations, and the cranks are there with the worst hitbox i
have ever seen, even in one run i jumped and landed right after the crank with enough pixels between character and crank and I
died.

Conclusion: I don't care i got the game free, i'm going to delete it, its just a waste of time, space and i know its going to be dusty
in my library so thanks but no thanks, also to be that cheaper it shall show that the creators really put interest into this to give the
player at least a decent plataformer.

Not recommended at all.

PD: To publish this review i had to play for at least 5 minutes (Only played 4 when tried to publish) And to be honest, it was the
longest minute in my life dealing with this garbage of game.. A great little visual novel that continues the Without Within story.
Take an afternoon to read through the series.. How well do you really know your sister?

Scar of the Doll is a Visual Novel from the 1990s, It doesnt look like anything special, and Its art style may turn some Modern
Visual Novel fans away, but if you give it about 30 minutes you will realize there is something unique about this game it Just
feels right.
The writing works very well. It seems very predictable at first, but it really starts to get interesting as you get into it. Despite
feeling peacefull to the most part it shakes things up at times just enough to catch you off guard.

It keeps you guessing all the way through. Ive played the game all the way through to the end, and do not worry it does not get
bad torwards the end I personally think it gets better the farther into the mystery you go.

This game was originally from Japan( Where it apparantly stayed to the most part) and had a English Language version on the
Appstore( Which in looks was nothing close to how this port is) that got removed, I am glad to see it pop up elsewhere. Worth
the price, Memorable little game. Hope it gets a new audience!. Poor graphics (max resolution is 1650x1200, and that for a
game that was released in nov 2016), poorly optimized (52 FPS on a i7-4790K with two GTX980's), poor controls, buggy.
Avoid at all costs.

If you're looking for a good logging experience, try Farming Simulator 2017 instead. Although the name doesn't suggest it, you
can also work as a logger in that game.. A fantastic, fun simulator. Don't get mislead into under-rating this one by its cartoonish
appearance. I've learned many real world lessons from this game related to resource and time management. Can't recommend it
enough! Must buy, and must play for every MBA.
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